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With generous support from so many in the SEA community who made donations to the New Directions campaign, three SEA Semester: The Global Ocean (GO) voyages were planned and offered during the 2014-2015 academic year. The first GO, C-255, took place in Spain during fall 2014 and the second, S-256, took place in New Zealand, also in the fall. These accounts were written on the SSV Robert C. Seamans by the GO faculty while in New Zealand waters during S-257, SEA’s third GO voyage.

The Robert C. Seamans has just left the Bay of Islands, New Zealand—a destination I had long wished to visit—and the reality of the place far exceeded even my most exuberant expectations. We followed in the wake of the Endeavor, the Beagle, and the Charles W. Morgan, to a place visited by more than a thousand Massachusetts whaleships in the nineteenth century. The locals were pleased to see a vessel with a home port from our state on the stern after an absence of many decades.

Chuck Lea, Elliot Rapport and I taught the core courses in the first GO offering in Spain last fall with class C-255, and worked with Erin Bryant and Skye Morét both then and now in filling out the faculty roster. Students taking The Global Ocean are required to take three core courses, Maritime History and Culture, Oceans and Global Change, and Leadership in a Dynamic Environment and may also choose two electives from a choice of five.

One of the goals of GO was to create a “Learning Community” of students looking at a big topic from multiple disciplinary perspectives across several courses, and I feel that we have achieved this. (The Association of American Colleges and Universities has identified this process as one of the essential learning outcomes of a Liberal Arts education.) Our intellectual framework for the GO program uses the ten metrics of the Ocean Health Index (OHI), and these have worked well for us in running the same program in places as different as Spain and New Zealand. They are designed to provide a way of measuring human impacts on coastal and marine environments and are nicely interdisciplinary, which was important to us in designing this program.

We’ve been close to full enrollment in all three of our GO classes this year with students reporting that a choice of elective offerings and new destinations was what attracted them to SEA Semester: The Global Ocean. We look forward to offering three more GO programs in academic year 2015-2016.
Leadership in a Dynamic Environment
Captain Elliot Rappaport, W-79

The best leaders engage a flexible approach to solving problems. Complex tasks require good planning in advance, and enough talent and communication to make effective adjustments as things change along the way. The SEA ships have always been a sailing laboratory for such leadership, and with the advent of the Global Ocean curriculum, a formal syllabus now offers credit directly for the time that students spend standing watch, learning to work and manage the ship.

Leadership in a Dynamic Environment (LDE) begins ashore with a seminar on the modern academic language of leadership and management. Students learn about how effective teams are built and led. Case studies are used to examine how human actions affect results, and to demonstrate how plans can be developed around desired outcomes. A special emphasis is placed on Bridge Resource Management (BRM), a set of guiding principles developed over the last 20 years to improve the performance of navigational crews in the maritime industry.

On the ship, students are immediately faced with the challenge of forming a functional crew. They are given progressive responsibility for tasks with real consequences and gain alternating experience in supporting and leadership roles. Eventually, all will take turns in the executive role of Student Watch Officer, reporting directly to the captain and chief scientist. Throughout, the professional crew serve as mentors, role models, and facilitators. This process is not new to SEA Semester, but its built-in requirements for effective teamwork make it the ideal field element for the LDE curriculum.

Blog entries are posted online every workday to chronicle the voyages. See www.sea.edu/sea_currents

Marae at Waitangi, New Zealand.

The Global Ocean students present their projects on the quarterdeck for the course The Ocean and Global Change onboard the SSV Corwith Cramer, November 2014.
The behavior of the oceans in a world of change is a central feature in understanding of our planet and its future. This fact is at the core of Oceanography in the Global Ocean curriculum where one course looks at the changing nature of the vast marine world in the 21st century. The Ocean and Global Change course moves from information concerning the physical, chemical and biological operations of the oceans and atmosphere to student-led presentations focusing on specific challenges resulting from climate change, fishing, and pollution. Can the oceans continue to provide important amounts of human food while not changing marine ecosystems beyond recovery? Will humans manage their by-products without poisoning the air and sea and creating environments where only bacteria live?

At sea, students taking Directed or Practical Oceanographic Research pursue the data for projects proposed onshore, while all stand a lab watch to develop an understanding of the information gathered underway. These data are applied to the categories of the Ocean Health Index and serve as a basis of comparison across different locations and time. The amount of plastic we collect with our nets informs the Pollution Index, while Carbon Sequestration can be indicated by the amount of plankton we collect. Research students can lead the way providing context and analysis to a broad range of ocean questions. Indeed the behavior of humans and the behavior of the oceans are now linked in a way that requires interdisciplinary study.
**Breaking News:**
New study in *Science* calculates amount of plastic waste going into the ocean

The Annual Meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) was held on February 11, 2015 in San Jose, California. At the invitation of AAAS, a new study published in the prestigious journal, *Science*, was presented as the first press event of the day.

Kara Lavender Law, co-author of the study, spoke to the press about the research. “With our students I have sailed and sampled both the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans for plastic debris, and for the past 8 years I have been actively researching the sources, distribution, and fate of plastic in the ocean.

Why do we care how much plastic is in the ocean? While I would argue that any plastic in the ocean is too much plastic, we ultimately want to know how this contaminant is affecting the ocean, and marine life, in particular—not only sea turtles, whales and seabirds, but also animals at the base of the food web all the way up to what we call seafood.”

Millions of tiny bits of plastic swirl around the ocean, carried far offshore by ocean currents and with few clues about their origin. It has long been suspected that much of this plastic started out as trash on land, but exactly how much un-captured plastic waste is making its way from land to ocean has been a decades-long guessing game. Now, a team of researchers working at the National Center for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis (NCEAS) at University of California-Santa Barbara has put a number on the global problem.

The study, co-authored by Kara Lavender Law, principal investigator of the NCEAS marine debris working group, reported in the Feb. 13 edition of the journal *Science*, found between 4.8 and 12.7 million metric tons of plastic entered the ocean in 2010 from people living within 50 kilometers of the coastline. That year, a total of 275 million metric tons of plastic waste was generated in those 192 coastal countries.

Jenna Jambeck, an assistant professor of environmental engineering at University of Georgia and the study’s lead author, explains that, “Until now, we have been estimating the amount of plastic pollution in the ocean by taking a ship far offshore, towing a plankton net, and counting each individual piece of plastic collected. This is a very tedious and expensive task.” Now, researchers have taken a different approach and instead estimated the amount of plastic waste entering the ocean.

To determine the amount of plastic going into the ocean, Jambeck “started it off beautifully with a very grand model of all sources of marine debris,” said study co-author Roland Geyer, an associate professor with the University of California-Santa Barbara’s Bren School of Environmental Science and Management, who teamed with Jambeck and others to develop the estimates.

They began by looking at all debris entering the ocean from land, sea and other pathways. Their goal was to develop models for each of these sources. After gathering rough estimates, “it fairly quickly emerged that the mismanaged waste and solid waste dispersed was the biggest contributor of all of them,” he said. From there, they focused on plastic.

Plastic pollution in the ocean was first reported in the scientific literature in the early 1970s. In the 40 years since, there have been an increasing number of reports of plastic debris found everywhere from beaches to deep-sea sediments and in Arctic sea ice. But until this study, there were no rigorous estimates of the amount and origin of plastic debris making its way into the marine environment from land.

But knowing how much plastic is going into the ocean is just one part of the puzzle. With between 4.8 and 12.7 million metric tons going in, researchers like Law are only finding between 6,350 and 245,000 metric tons floating on the ocean’s surface. “This work gives us a sense of just how much we’re missing,” Law said, “how much we need to find in the ocean to add up to the total. There is a lot of plastic sitting on the bottom of the ocean and on beaches worldwide. Right now, we’re mainly measuring plastic that floats, and only in relatively few locations.”

SEA scientists and undergraduate students in the SEA Semester program continue to add to long-term data sets of floating plastic debris in both the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. “The several thousand SEA Semester students who have collected and counted plastic debris since the 1980s have been essential contributors to our understanding of the scale and scope of this pollution problem,” said SEA president Peg Brandon. “Not only are students sailing to regions never before sampled for plastic debris on our newly expanded trans-Atlantic and South Pacific cruise tracks, but they are gaining a first-hand understanding of the human impact on the oceans.”

Jambeck forecasts that the cumulative input of plastic waste to the oceans will equal 155 million metric tons by 2025. The planet is not predicted to reach global “peak waste” before 2100, according to World Bank calculations.

“We’re being overwhelmed by our waste,” she said. “But our framework allows us to also examine mitigation strategies like improving global solid waste management and reducing plastic in the waste stream. Potential solutions will need to coordinate local and global efforts.”

---

*Plastic debris on a beach in Haiti.*
*Photo/Timothy Townsend*
The calculations are sobering. Having sailed in the Atlantic and Pacific where floating microplastics accumulate and observing the problem first-hand, I knew the number had to be big. But the magnitude is hard to fathom. Our low-end estimate is equivalent to the amount of tuna fished from the ocean in a year. We are taking out tuna, and putting in plastic.

Thus, the discrepancy between what we know is entering the ocean and what we can account for from ocean measurements is huge. Our input estimate is robust, so the question becomes, where is all the plastic going?

We know that not all plastic floats, so certainly some amount of the missing plastic is suspended in the water column, or sitting on the seafloor. Plastic is also found on beaches worldwide in forms ranging from massive derelict items, such as the docks that appeared on the U.S. Pacific coast after the 2011 Japanese tsunami, to lost fishing buoys and nets, to everyday items including cigarette filters, bottles, and food packaging. And microplastics, smaller than your pinky fingernail and potentially microscopic, are found in all these places where marine animals, ranging from marine worms and barnacles to seabirds and whales, are eating them.

We don’t yet have a grasp of how much of the “missing plastic” is in each of these marine reservoirs—deep sea, shorelines, and biota. Why does it matter? We need to know where it is because animals have to first encounter plastic in order to be put at risk.

While plastic may have a variety of harmful effects, ingestion is probably of highest concern. We know that eating plastic can be harmful—it can cause injury and contribute to starvation. Think, for example, of the shocking photos of dead albatross chicks stuffed full of plastic. We also know that plastics are manufactured with a wide variety of additives, some of which may be toxic, and that plastics also act as sponges for persistent toxins already present in seawater, such as DDT and PCBs. In the laboratory it has been shown that these toxins can transfer into animal tissue after plastic has been eaten, although we do not yet know how much of a risk this poses to animals in the ocean. This is an active area of research because there is rising concern about the potentially harmful effects of microplastics to marine animals, as well as to food safety and human health.

In short, if we want to understand the risks to marine animals, and humans through seafood, we need to first get a handle on how much plastic there is, what form it takes, and where it is in the ocean, so that we can evaluate the quantity of plastics exposure to a particular animal or species. If there is no exposure, there is no risk. This study shows that there is far more plastic in the ocean than we can currently account for. Now we have to find it.

Law describes the implications of this new study.

The 192 countries with a coast bordering the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian oceans, Mediterranean and Black seas produced a total of 2.5 billion metric tons of solid waste. Of that, 275 million metric tons was plastic, and an estimated 8 million metric tons of mismanaged plastic waste entered the ocean in 2010. Graphic/Lindsay Robinson/UGA

Over the last year, I have been privileged to watch a sea change at SEA as it has become more global in its reach. Through the considerable talent and hard work of SEA’s faculty and staff, new programs have been implemented and new ports have been explored, putting SEA on a new course for the future.

SEA’s newest semester program, The Global Ocean, has now been offered three times, and its focus on coastal landscapes and marine environments has proven adaptable whether in Spain or New Zealand. With its three core courses and a choice of electives, it is proving popular with students even though the logistics of multiple offerings are complex. Early feedback from faculty, students, alumni, parents and sending institutions has been excellent, and the program was recently recognized by Tall Ships America as the 2014 Sea Education Program of the Year—a significant honor!

This summer, we can look forward to other exciting programs. The SSV Corwith Cramer will make a 4-week Transatlantic Crossing, and then will offer the Historic Seaports of Western Europe program. The SSV Robert C. Seamans will be in Hawaii for the Aloha ‘Aina: People and Nature in the Hawaiian Islands program and will then head to the Phoenix Islands for the Protecting the Phoenix Islands (PIPA) program. If you know of a student who might be looking for a summer program, please send them our way!

The portfolio of programs that SEA now offers and the range of courses available to students all revolve around the relationship between humans and the oceans. While educating students so they can make informed decisions to ensure a sustainable future, SEA also contributes scientifically to our knowledge of the oceans. In February, a paper in the journal Science co-authored by Kara Lavender Law found between 4.8 and 12.7 million metric tons of plastic entered the ocean in 2010 from people living within 50 kilometers of the coastline. By collecting data to address human impacts on the environment, SEA is fostering responsible stewardship of the oceans.

Of fundamental importance to SEA’s success is its ability to offer college credits. I am delighted to report that we have signed a new affiliation agreement with Boston University, which has been our school of record since 1974. The agreement runs through August 2018 and includes recognizing SEA Semester as an official BU study abroad program for the first time.

Of course, none of this would have been possible without the generous support of all who have contributed to SEA over the last year. In particular, I know many of you reached out with additional gifts to the New Directions campaign that supported the planning and preparation necessary to implement The Global Ocean and other new programs and to send our ships to new destinations in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. Your continuing support is critical to enabling SEA to offer the best undergraduate ocean-based programs—thank you for all that you do for SEA.
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123 Anonymous
124 Anonymous
125 Anonymous
126 Anonymous
127 Anonymous
128 Anonymous
129 Anonymous
130 Anonymous
131 Anonymous
132 Anonymous
133 Anonymous
134 Anonymous
135 Anonymous
136 Anonymous
137 Anonymous
138 Anonymous
139 Anonymous
140 Anonymous

Steve Gold
Katherine van Liere
David Bank
Susan Farady
Charles Courtuval
Philip Marsh
Katherine Porterfield
Thomas Roher
Susan Boehme
Virginia Pillsbury
Stephen Rader
Joshua Wiel
Benjamin Wolff
Jonathan Detwiler
George Leonard
James Morrill
Rochelle Soitz
Edwin Williams
SUSAN FADAY

Katharine Irving
Steve Laster
Jennifer Concaugh
Christopher Ferguson
Nina Nesher
Richard Pendleton
Susan Perelman
Carl Stevens
Elizabeth Stevens

Jennifer Allen
Robert Beede
Katharine Jensen
Vincent Hormovitis
Timothy Kenna
Andrew Felcher
David Johnson
Ashley Hansom
Kelly Fuentes
Steve Gold

76 Scott Doney
109 Lloyd
110 Lloyd
111 Lloyd
112 Lloyd
113 Lloyd
114 Lloyd
115 Lloyd
116 Lloyd
117 Lloyd
118 Lloyd
119 Lloyd
120 Lloyd
121 Lloyd
122 Lloyd
123 Lloyd
124 Lloyd
125 Lloyd
126 Lloyd
127 Lloyd
128 Lloyd
129 Lloyd

Bruce Armbrust
Christian Cox
Sarah Das

On the following pages, **bold** type indicates donors who have contributed for at least 10 consecutive years. † Indicates donors who have contributed for at least 5 consecutive years.
| 141 | Cheryl Kearns † | Jonathan Kohler |
| 142 | Erin Gutierrez | Amy Siuda † |
| 143 | Anonymous | Donald Keel |
| 144 | Sarah Baraff | Alisa Barnard |
| 145 | Brendan Blumenstiel | Scott Boughton |
| 146 | Jennifer Baughman | Robert Jaye † |
| 147 | Andrew Brodie | Patricia Buckley |
| 148 | Kelvin Conroy | Patricia Convery |
| 149 | Sarah Bryant | Charlotte Engelman |
| 150 | Matthew Bernier | Joseph Creney |
| 151 | Amy McMorrow | Kathleen Hallee † |
| 152A | Nancy Cande † | Judith Morton |
| 152 | Richard Rodin | Stacey Strong |
| 153 | Renee Baribault | Joshua Frederickson † |
| 154 | George Gilpatrick | Bryan McCarthy |
| 155 | Catherine Bozek † | Erin Madeira † |
| 156 | Anonymous | Kathleen Kennedy |
| 157 | Andrew Loschert | Meggin Taylor |
| 158 | Lauren Morgens † | Brian Sperling † |
| 158A | Bonnie Garcia | Clarice Holm † |
| 158B | Steuart Walton † | E. Anders Matney |
| 159 | Robert Hancock † | Jaime Mason † |
| 160 | Timothy Dwyer † | Joshua Newth |
| 161 | Ballentine Stevens | Curtis Barry |
| 162 | Elizabeth Elwood † | Katherine Fish |
| 163 | Renee Baribault | Joshua Frederickson † |
| 164 | Anonymous † | James Hildebrand † |
| 165 | Gabriella Andrews | Kate Buckman |
| 166 | Gwendolyn Hancock † | Alexander Hay |
| 167 | Heath Borkowski | David Carlson |
| 168 | Meghan Blake | Ashley Francis |
| 169 | Ryan Gordon | T. Oliver Hay |
| 170 | Peter Frantz | Amy Gubbins |
| 171 | Nicole Cheate † | Adrienne Makita |
| 172 | Erica Hartge | Morgan Nickerson |
| 173 | Laurens Davies | Joanna Mendillo † |
| 174 | Anonymous | Jaime Beranek † |
| 175 | Peter Hahm | Jessica Starr Boz † |
| 176C | Sarah Shea | Ashley Swain |
| 176D | Lucy Trainer | Kristin Hunter-Thomson |
| 177 | Collin Allard | Sarah Bortz-Smith † |
| 178 | Samuel Chamberlin | Juliana Miller |
| 179 | Allison Binkowski | Kalmina Buels |
| 180 | Chaya Adikson-Stevens | Katherine Florio |
| 181 | Amanda Hollander | Jillian Ladegard |
| 182 | Jaclyn Bell | Laura Uriid † |
| 183 | Anonymous | Laura Hutton |
| 184 | Anonymous | Hillary Branch |
| 185 | Ian Desai † | Sarah Bunker |
| 186 | Sarah Gross | Jacob Keaton |
| 187 | David Benack | Alice Chen |
| 188 | James Paldary † | Amanda Zoeller † |
| 189 | Scott Hiller | Laura Nelsion |
| 190 | Allison Dutton | Wil Palmer |
| 191 | Anteny Adler | Sara Andreotta |
| 192 | Erin Roach | Scott Lorkin |
| 193 | Anonymous | Christopher Acheson † |
| 194 | Meghan Kallman | Sarah Pilzer † |
| 195 | Anonymous (2) | Scoti McLeary |
| 196 | Maya Gomes | Sarah Starns |
| 197 | Sarah Harrod | Steven Ibara |
| 198 | Anonymous | Sarah Clement |
| 199 | Rika Anderson | Erin Soucy |
| 200 | Elizabeth Davis | Sarah Ernst |
| 201 | Anonymous | Margaret Gregor |
| 202 | Matthew Blumenfeld † | Noon Kaufman |
| 203 | Jonathan Fagan | Annika Savio † |
| 204 | Alexander Dorst † | Andrew Scott |
| 205 | Robert Thompson | Timothy Nedimyer |

ANNUAL FUND Alumni Donors

FOLLOWING SEA Winter/Spring 2015
### ANNUAL FUND Alumni Donors (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>207</th>
<th>Hiroshi Tanaka</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>208</td>
<td>Adam Carpenter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>209</td>
<td>Anonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>Katrina Barnes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211</td>
<td>Katherine Boldt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>Craig McMaster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213</td>
<td>Rebecca Inver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214</td>
<td>Anne Bret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215</td>
<td>Megan Cook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>Alileen Caldwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>217</td>
<td>Hannah Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>218</td>
<td>Lola Grillo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>219</td>
<td>Anne Gerhard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>Paul Dixon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>221</td>
<td>Athena Aicher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222</td>
<td>Hannah Aldarazi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>223</td>
<td>Marina Garland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>224</td>
<td>Caroline Callahan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td>Ann Robertson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>226</td>
<td>Anonymous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ANNUAL FUND Parent Donors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anonymous (12)</th>
<th><strong>George and Marjorie Abbot</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Adamczyk Family</strong></td>
<td>David and Carol Adelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Terry and Sheila Aiken</strong></td>
<td>John and Judith Alexander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>David Altenhofen and Mariette Buchman, W-54</strong></td>
<td>Conrad and Lyn Ambrette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cynthia Badan, W-95</strong></td>
<td>Steven Barkan and Barbara Tennant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark and Christine Axbrew</strong></td>
<td>Patrick Appley and Stephanie Raia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Denise Armstrong</strong></td>
<td>Michael and Jennifer Audette</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### On the following pages, bold type indicates donors who have contributed for at least 10 consecutive years. † Indicates donors who have contributed for at least 5 consecutive years.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald and Barbara Abt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tim Aldrich and Diane Estensky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur and Renee, W-66, Allen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly Allison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Anderson and Catharine Sherrill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Avery t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David and Nancy Babin t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronald and Kay Baird t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talbot Baker, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William and Margaret Bancroft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Barone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth W. Baughman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy Baynes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Beck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roger and Masako Bellinger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katrina Bercaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Bethea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Jeffrey and Martha Bolster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Bostrom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis and Margaret Bowles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John and Jane Bradley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John and Nancy Braitmayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Breed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Brown and Sheila McCurdy t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob and Barbara Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendell and Leslie Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rick and Bonnie Burns Mrs. Carleton Burr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ernest and Lynne Chadderton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris and Cynthia Cheston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Chu and Pat Harcourt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James and Ruth Clark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Cleave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Cramer t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. William Curby and Matthew Taylor Curby t W. Brian Dade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barry Dame</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Nancy Daugherty Howard Dutschke Michael and Jane Deland Paul and Ellen DeTarvs Nicholas and Birgitte Dill Robertson Dinsmore Jeffrey and Courtney Dorman t Neal Dilsco and Cheryl Peach George and Dorothy Dunton Paul and Rita Dussault Sylvia Earle Ford and Jean Elsaesser t James Emery and Allison Rumsey t John Evers t Elizabeth Farnham John and Shirley Farrington Judith Fenwick t David Frischelle and Amy Bower, W-47 t Ralph and Erika Forbes Peter and Susan Forster Robert and Patricia Foulke Clayton and Margie Fowler t Stuart Frank and Mary Malloy Robert and Alexena Frazee Robert and Susan Gospian Ian and Josie Gardiner Mr. and Mrs. John Gardner Seth Gelstorp t Christian Giardina and Ingrid Dockersmith, W-90 Robert and Francesca Giegnagck Virginia and Gray Benjamin and Erin, C-142, Gutierez Jane Hallowell Sara Harris and Elizabeth Doxssee t Robert Hassey and Susan Bozek G. Arnold and Carol Haynes Dawn Hazalelt Elizabeth Heald Jerome and Anne Heller t Carl Herzog and Laurie Weitzn Susan and Andrew Hess Grace Hinkley Brian and Caroline Hopewell Paul and Betsey Horovitz Gordon and Elizabeth Hughes Roy Hughes Melville Ireland t David and Nancy Jackson Gary Jaroslow and Nancy Parmentier Ambrose and Anna Jearld John Jensen and Karen Belmore t Barbara Wolf Jones Royal Joslin t Donald, C-143, and Anne Keel Katherine Keenan Jeffery Keenan and Janet Loomes Jessie Kehr Tom and Barbara Keith Morris and Elizabeth Kellogg John and Louise Kingsbury Ronald Klodenker William and Deborah Knowlton Walter Kulikins and Jessica McWade t Jeremy Law and Kara Lavender Law Pam Lawrason Robert and Patricia Lawrence t Sidney LeFanv t Kenneth and Ardelle Legg George and Emily Lewis t George Lohman and Susan Humphris David Low and Ellen Linn Lov t Stanley* and Martha Livingston Benjamin Lummis and Katrina Abbott t Tom Luxon and Ivy Schiwitzer John Maguire and Linda Cox Maguire Dorothy Buck McAuliffe t Jane McCamant Jeffery and Kathryn McCarron John and Nancy McGovern Philip and Kathy McKnight Richard and Katherine Mellon Lew Meyer t Edwin and Cassandra Milbury William and Jean Miller Jim Millinger Rob Moir Peter Moore and Alicia Hills-Moore Steven Morgan John and Bridget Morton Seth Murray and Carla Sococio, C-211 Douglas Nemeth Dennis and Sheila Nixon Margaret Parker Herbert Parsons Edward and Joan Partridge Stuart and Marta Pattinson t Paul and Mary Perkins Finley and Patricia Perry Roger and Sandra Pinnicks George and Kathy Putnam Robert and Judith Quinlan E. Leigh and Nancy Quin t Christopher and Bryce Reddy t Abbott and Katharine Reeve Clare Rhodes Paul and Maryanne Richards Philip and Judy Richardson Howard and Margaret Ris t Peter and Lucy Robbins Edward and Susie Rowland Philip Sacks Carl Safina Richard Sailor and Mary Johnston G. W. and Victoria Saltonstall Molly Scheu Mr. and Mrs. Charles Schutt Gary Schwarzman Robert and Stella Mae Seamans t Ross and Kathleen Sherbrooke Justin Smith and Anne Oglivie, C-120 t Stanley and Josephine Smith George and Theresa Stanley t Margaret Stark-Roberts Thomas and Judy Stetson Charles and Susan Stillman John and Susan Taylor Judy Thompson t Donald and Shirley Ann Thomson Frederica Valois t Daniel Walker William and Mary Warden Deborah Warner Joseph Warren t James Watters and Ashley Tobin t Richard and Anne Webb Scott Weiss and Deborah Jackson Weiss Thomas Weshcler Peter Whittmore James Wickersham Barbara Wicks Robert and Ann Williams t Susan Williams Richard Wilson John Winchester Elizabeth Winn t Alastair Wolman Eric and Sandra Wolman Joseph and Laura Wood Lucy Wood t Matthew Yanagi Edwin and Caroline Zimmerman Bradley Zlotnick t

### ANNUAL FUND Foundations and Corporations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Air Products Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon Smile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The American Foundation Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amgen Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anadarko Petroleum Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AON Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appleby Charitable Lead Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank of the West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benevity Community Impact Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biogen Idc Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlackRock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Boston Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Campbell Family Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chevron Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIISA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizens Bank Charitable Foundation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Deceased
ANNUAL FUND Restricted Gifts

Arthur and Laurie Sackler
Matthew Sarver and Lauren Morgens, C-158
Chad and Victoria Smith
Janet Wagner
The Wildwood Foundation
Robert and Ann Williams
Bonnie Wood, W-38, and Janet Wheeler

ANNUAL FUND Faculty and Staff Donors

David Bank, W-82 †
Scott Branco †
Margaret Brandon, W-48 †
Erin Bryant
Dale Dean
Jessica Donohue, C-210 †
Elizabeth Dorr, C-233

Katharina Ensos †
Jennifer Haddock, C-109
John Jensen †
Paul Joyce
Kara Lavender Law
Mary Malloy
Ashleigh McCord, C-208 †

Audrey Meyer
Juliana Miller, W-178
Amy Siuda, C-142 †
Victoria Smith
Kerry Sullivan
Jeremy Tagliaferre, C-222
Janet Wagner

Laurie Weitsen
Nancy Wendlandt
Erik Zettler
Lauren Zike, S-184

GIFTS IN HONOR (all funds & campaigns)

In honor of Margaret Brandon, W-48
John Anderson and Catharine Sherrill
Christopher, C-153, and Elizabeth Lamoue
Thomas and Judy Stetson
Robert and Karen Votava

In honor of Jacob Brown’s 80th Birthday
Margaret Brandon, W-48
Deborah Warner

In honor of Levin H. Campbell, Jr., W-60
Bradley Zlotnick

In honor of Marjorie Moore Crowley
James and Martha Crowley

In honor of Ron Deaveaux on our 50th Anniversary
Faith Deaveaux

In honor of Elizabeth Dorr
Isabella Dorr

In honor of Peter Elefterakis
Anne Elefterakis

In honor of Katherine Williams Ensos
Robert and Ann Williams

In honor of the Gilbert and Ruane Families
Stephen Ruane, S-178, and Laurence Gilbert, S-190

In honor of Gina F. Giorgi
Vincent Giorgi and Marcia Appel

In honor of Sam Koss, S-245
Andrew and Phyllis Herz

In honor of Kathleen Lambert, S-182, and
Matthew Lambert, C-188
Kenneth and Kathleen Haber

In honor of Kara Lavender Law
Gulf of Maine Marine Education Association

In honor of Mary Malloy and Global Oceans
Mary and Gerard Swope

In honor of the wedding of Walter B. Mitchell, W-6
Charles Mitchell

In honor of Kathleen M. Murphy
Brian and Susan Murphy

In honor of Celeste H. Nadworny, W-45
Henri and Madeline Nadworny

In honor of Rafe and Kate, W-139, Parker
Molly Scheu

In honor of the wedding of Marit F. Pollei, S-208
Michelle Redstone

In honor of the SEA Faculty
Matthew Reynolds and E. Denley Poor-Reynolds, W-57

In honor of the wedding of David Stuebe, W-150B
Bridget Bennett

ANNUAL FUND Restricted Gifts

In memory of William O. Athorph
Ross and Kathleen Sherkbrooke

In memory of Shelby Boardman
Scott Rachlinski and
Rebecca Arenson-Rachlinski, C-106

In memory of Edmund B. Cabot
Nancy Daugherty
Rob Moir

In memory of Joel L. Cartwright, C-195
Anonymous
Rebecca Inver, S-213

In memory of Austin A. Corry, S-195
Anonymous
Rebecca Inver, S-213

In memory of Corwith Cramer
David and Nancy Babin
Rob Moir

In memory of Willis Daugherty
Nancy Daugherty

In memory of Edward W. Farrell
Barbara Woll Jones

In memory of Henry C. Genthe
Roy Hughes

In memory of Peter Gibbons-Neff
Jeffrey and Kathryn McCarron

In memory of Dennis Gillette
Thomas Robinson, W-3, and Linda Epstein

In memory of Phillips Hallowell
Jane Hallowell

In memory of Irving M. Johnson
James Breed

RESTRICTED GIFTS

In memory of Jock Kiley
Edward and Joan Partridge

In memory of Charles E. McClenenn
Robert and Karolyn Hanwood

In memory of Charles McNamara
Martha Moulton, W-60

In memory of Robert W. McNeill
Katharine Jensen, W-85

In memory of Rachel Anne Morrison, S-218
Patrick Flynn, S-218
Darcy Mullen, S-218

In memory of Debra and Dennis O’Neal
Juliana Miller, W-178

In memory of Petey Price
Norman Price, W-72

In memory of Saul M. Sacks
Janet Wagner

In memory of Edward M. Scheu
Molly Scheu

In memory of Robert C. Seamans, Jr.
Edwin Zimmerman

In memory of Rod and Olin Stephens
Lew Meyer

In memory of Robert Vogel
Peter Braatz

In memory of Katrina Q. Weschler
Thomas Weschler

On the following pages, bold type indicates donors who have contributed for at least 10 consecutive years. † Indicates donors who have contributed for at least 5 consecutive years.
Global Ocean
Richard Armstrong, W-13
David Brown and Sheila McCurdy
Jacob and Barbara Brown
Walter and Kyoko Brown
John, W-98, and Rachel Cahill
Levin Campbell, W-60
David and Jamie, W-14, Deming
The Henry L. and Grace Doherty
Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Douglass, W-48, and
Sharon Guildhirsch
Gordon and Diane Knutsen
Robert and Elizabeth Johnson
Morris and Elizabeth Kellogg
Walter Kukins and
Jessica McWake
Barrett and Cynthia McGuire
Philip and Kathy McGinn
Margaret Parker
Robert and Stella Mae Seaman
Gerard and Mary Swope
The Tihhman Family Foundation
Deborah Warinner
Eric and Sandra Wolman
Marketing Strategies
David and Jamie, W-14, Deming
Margaret Parker
New Directions
David and Carol Adelson
Terry and Sheila Aiken
The Air Products Foundation
Tim Aldrich and Diane Eskenasy
Arthur and Renee, W-66, Allen
Brian Ambrette, W-174
Cheł Anderson, W-32
Robert, W-111, and
Kendrick Anderson
David and Gabriella, C-105, Andrews
Peter Canning and
Deborah Arby, W-51
Ronald and Kay Baird
Bank of America
Heiner Baumann and
Hannah Parker, C-106
Robert, W-85, and
Katherine Beede
Roger and Masako Bellinger
Edward Berin and Barbara Clark
Paul and Susan, W-51, Bernacki
Siegfried Foundation
Thomas and Ingrid Bonsall
Charles Bonner and
Mary Ellen Masciale, W-65
Boston Foundation
Randall Bouchard, W-62, and
Amanda Lincoln
Chris Bradshaw and
Julie Vecchio, C-153
Margaret Brandon, W-48
Gregory Braun, W-92, and
Kathryn Buckley
Frederick, W-73, and
Sara Breaux
Sarah Bryant, C-149
William Buckley
Jonathan, W-113, and
Karen Burke
Rick and Michelle Bumes
David, W-71, and
Lynn Butler
Levin and Eleanor Campbell
Adam Carpenter, S-208
Walter, W-119, and
Caroline Carr
Abby Cazeault, C-226
Christopher Cazeault
Richard, W-7, and Cynthia Chandler
Amelia Chapin, W-23
Quinn Christie, S-241
Sally Christie
CIGNA
James and Ruth Clark
Thomas B. Clark, W-26
The Civers Fund, Incorporated
Dan and Elizabeth, W-84
Conquay
Maryn Cousin, W-72, and
Julia Byrd
Christian, C-129, and Jennifer Cox
Charles and Nancy Craig
William Cramer
James and Lynn Crawford
Michael and Maria Cupo
Michela Cupo, S-244
Raymond and Marianth, C-116, Cyr
John and Catherine Damon
Andrew, W-122, and
Laura Damis
Steven, W-90, and
Sandy Dantonio
Rodney and Christine Decker
Daniel Denov and Carolyn Rusk
Tyler Delvus, W-186
Jeffrey, W-50, and
Jeanette Dickson
Nicholas and Brigitte Ditte
Robertson Dinsmore
David Donegan, W-35, and
Joyce Butler
Scott Doney, W-76, and
Audrey Gosselin
Beth Doxsee, W-75, and
Sara Harris
Duncan, W-88, and
Mary Deborah
William, W-35, and
Deborah Duggan
Duke Energy Foundation
Donald and Wendelyn, C-48, Duquette
Christopher Dycker and Susan
Scotto-Dyckman, W-32
Elizabeth Eden, W-173
Lindsay Exum, S-183
Peter and Kathryn Elferink
Virginia Engel, S-208
Kurt, W-11, and Mary Erickson
Kenneth Fabe and
Elizabeth Martin, W-28
Susan Farady, W-83
John and Shirley Farrington
Richard and Katherine Fay
Judith Fenwick
M. Charles Fest, C-195
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Melanie Finn, S-224
Broann, W-132, and
Amanda Fisher
Daniel Fitzgerald, C-203
Steven and Rita Fitzgerald
James and Elizabeth Fynn
Matthew Fynn, C-247
Patrick Fynn, S-218
Peter and Susan Forster
The Forster Family Foundation
Robert and Patricia Fouke
Francis Fruehstorfer
M. Graham Furlong, C-171
Richard Garcia and Jan Buny
Edna Gillespie
Vincent Giorni and Marcia Appel
Danielle Giroux, W-161
Andrew Goode, W-47
Ryan Gordon, W-169, and
Kari Kaszkar
Samuel and Margaret Gray
Nicholas Green, S-234
Sarah Gross, S-186
Benjamin and Erin, C-142,
Guzierrez
Kenneth and Kathleen Haber
Jeanette Hall
Lance and Amy, C-116, Harry
Eric, C-172, and
Cathleen Hartge
Tom Hazzard and Gillian Backus,
W-140
James and Anne Heller
Douglas Hendley and Nancy
Beall Hendley, W-18
Bruce and Susan Herad
Peter Schultheiss and
Melanie Holland, W-103
Robert and Deborah Hopkins
Andy Smith and
Meghan Horner-Smith, C-183
Steven Houang, C-247
Kimberly Hrycik, S-224
Edward and Dorothy Hudson
Steven, W-132, and
Hilary, W-51, Hudson
Susan Humphris
Benjamin, W-167, and
Christie Hussa
Paul and Marjorie Inadronitzen
Dave Jackson
Michael Jacobson, W-72, and
Cara Berman
Sheryl Jayerson
Merrill and Lillian Jercks
Thomas Jester, W-94, and
Janice Olen, W-17
Susan Papagiannis
Rafe and Kate, W-139, Parker
Sarah Parkinson, W-216
Jonathan and
Catherine, W-70, Parrott
Don and Melinda, W-35, Pearce
Christopher, W-6, and
Diane, W-16, Penn
Paul and Mary Perkins
Philip Petrone, W-150, and
Kara Lomma
Rachel Philbrick
Robert and Anne Pickart
Virginia Pillsburg, W-79
Charlie and Cecily Pizlar
Roger, W-113, and
Sandra Pinnicks
Julie Pivor
Adam Porter and
Elizabeth Jakob, W-83
Kenneth, W-43, and Judy Porter
G. Michael and Shannon Purdy
Elia Quinnett, W-152A
Scott Rachlinski and Rebecca
Arens-Rachlinski, C-106
Jason Rebello and
Elizabeth Elwood, W-162
Kimberly Reed, W-236
Dwight Reeves, W-41
William and Karen Regan
Sara Rhoades
Leyana Romain, C-247
Hal, W-38, and Lisa Rose
Stephen Ruane, S-178, and
Lauren Gilbert, S-90
Carl Safina
P. Scott Sakamoto and
Lori Pettiti, W-48
Jeremy, W-75, and
Diana Safina
Amiee Samuel, C-159
Matthew Sarver and
Lauren Morgens, C-158
Jean Sattler
Peter and Karin Savio
Kenneth Schmitt
Allison Schumer, W-25
Schwab Charitable Fund
Robert and Stella Mae Seaman
Edward and Joan Shankle
Carolyn Sheld, W-77
Morgan Simmons, C-165
Margaret Smith
Nathaniel Smith, C-222
Reid, C-161, and Franki Smith
Ian Smithgall, S-209
Thomas and Barbara Smithgall
Adam Woodward and
Valerie Solar Woodward, W-115
Bryan, C-183, and
Rebecca, C-183, Sparks
Robert and Cynthia Spicer
Patricia Sprague
Fred and Kathleen Stadel
Margaret Stark-Roberts
Neal and Carol Steinert
Carl, W-94, and
Elizabeth, W-84, Steven
Aton Straub, W-105, and
Jennifer Devoe
Elizabeth Strjego, C-172, *
Thomas and Lisa Sturtivant
Paul and Lenore Sundberg
Juris Svarbergs and
Nancy Reyes-Svarbergs
Philip and Joan Swanson
Zoltan Szuts, C-164
Allison Taylor, S-186
Holly Taylor, S-212
John, W-35, and Elizabeth Taylor
Michael and Ann Taylor
Todd, C-104, and Ulrike Taylor
James Thomson, W-182
Gary, W-68, and Melanie Tisdale
Paul, W-11, and
Karen Toczylowski
Stephan, C-142, and
Bonnie Tambu
Greg and Mary Toney
Chris Tonkin and Sarah Blower
Tulsa Community Foundation
Joseph Twichel
Robert, W-88, and Jill Utton
The Vermont Community Foundation
Dennis and Gina, C-167, Voskov
John, C-113, and Susan Waldren
Daniel Walker
Douglas and Catherine Wall
Richard, C-93, and
Lindsy Walsh
Brian, W-114, and
Rebecca Watson
Thomas Weshler
E. Douglas and Barbara White
Anthony and Rhoda Whittemore
Charlie Willer and Mollie Kabler
Anthony and Leslie, W-38, Bill
Thomas and Alice Willey
Richard Wilson
Theodosia and Linda, W-52, Witte
Eric and Sandra Wolman
Kristina Wood, W-20
John and Pauline Woodward
George and Katharine Woodwell
Keith and Kathryn Zammitt
Keith Zeilin and Patricia Buckley, W-147

* Deceased
New Summer Sessions

Two new Pacific SEA Summer Sessions debuted in 2014. These programs were developed in response to the growing number of undergraduates looking for academic credit during the summer.

Protecting the Phoenix Islands (PIPA)

This 8-week summer session welcomes students to explore one of the last coral wildernesses on earth through one of two academic tracks: science or policy. The Phoenix Islands comprise the Pacific’s largest marine protected area (MPA) and were recently named a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Students join marine scientists from SEA, the New England Aquarium, and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution on one of the first research voyages to the Phoenix Islands Protected Area (PIPA), a region of the world which remains largely unexplored and unvisited.

During the first two weeks on shore in Woods Hole, students begin a survey of large-scale marine conservation efforts around the world. They use PIPA as a case study for the state of current international ocean conservation efforts while developing their own research project in either ocean science or conservation policy.

Students join the SSV Robert C. Seamans for a six-week research voyage from Hawaii to American Samoa. They first cross the Equator in a 2-week, 1,600 mile voyage to the Phoenix Islands. The next three weeks are spent in PIPA, documenting the oceanic ecosystem around this archipelago: something that has only been done once before. Working side by side with experts, students provide real-time data that lays the groundwork for an effective conservation plan. A final leg to American Samoa rounds out the voyage.

Aloha ‘Aina: People and Nature in the Hawaiian Islands

Aloha ‘Aina, a Hawaiian conception of ‘love of the land,’ describes a deep and enduring relationship between Hawaiian people and the land and ocean resources that sustain them. In this service-based program, students see Aloha ‘Aina in action, combining traditional and western environmental approaches, working with community leaders, ocean resource managers, and coastal stakeholders as they implement actions to sustain marine environments. The program weaves together traditional Hawaiian knowledge, values, and practices with contemporary western science, instrumentation, and ecosystem management.

Students spend just over two weeks on shore at Hawaii Pacific University while conducting field work at multiple sites throughout the islands. They then travel throughout the Hawaiian archipelago aboard the SSV Robert C. Seamans for ten days, engaging with community-based projects that are developing innovative solutions to land-based pollution, over-fishing, and climate change adaptation. Students develop scientific expertise on the key biophysical processes that support ocean resources and coastal cultures, and a rigorous understanding of the unique combination of social, ecological, and policy dimensions of marine resource management emerging in the Hawaiian Islands.

A week-long final symposium at Hawaii Pacific University’s Hawaii Loa campus allows students to present their policy recommendations to a panel of experts while wrapping up the program.

Thank you! SEA is very grateful to Dr. Lew Stern of Stern Consulting for his generous work with SEA leadership during the exciting launch of our new programs and destinations in 2014.

Tall Ships America Selects SEA Semester: The Global Ocean

At its annual conference in Philadelphia held early in February, Tall Ships America selected SEA Semester: The Global Ocean as its 2014 Sea Education Program of the Year. This prize is awarded annually to a program offered by a current member of Tall Ships America which has significantly contributed to the educational credibility of programs under sail. SEA’s President Peg Brandon, W-48, was at the conference and accepted the award on SEA’s behalf.
Even after being at Sea Education Association for close to two years, I am still amazed at the amount of science we can pack on board the SSV Corwith Cramer and the SSV Robert C. Seamans. Working alongside SEA’s talented scientists, SEA Semester students have the opportunity to deploy and utilize a variety of modern (as well as tried-and-true) oceanographic gear from a truly unique platform.

The Corwith Cramer and Robert C. Seamans are rare breeds indeed, being sailing vessels that also boast a full complement of oceanographic instrumentation and equipment—most of which is the same as found on board other world-class research vessels. The types of oceanographic equipment SEA Semester students are exposed to run the gamut from simple plankton nets to complex profiling sensors. Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCP), sub-bottom profiling systems, a profiling “carousel” containing instruments capable of logging various physical and chemical attributes as well as “Niskin” bottles for sampling water at specified depths, sediment sampling equipment, an underwater HD camera-equipped ROV, and various sampling nets are but a brief introduction to the suite of oceanographic sampling equipment carried on board SEA vessels.

Our vessel-based laboratories are also fully functioning scientific labs with various equipment and instruments for in-situ analysis, as well as data recording and analysis. Wet chemistry analytical techniques, analysis of primary productivity, and logging of data via computer-based software suites all take place in the cozy confines of our floating laboratories. The labs on both ships also feature a continuous surface seawater sampling system that provides real-time data and logs data on a variety of oceanographic parameters once every 60 seconds!

The deck machinery—equipment like the hydrowinch, the hydrowire, J-frame, and BT-winch—also plays a critical role in our science operations. Before coming to SEA, I had the opportunity to go to sea as part of the science team on research vessels from other institutions. Aside from handling the actual science gear, the science party was fairly limited in what role we could play in deck operations. We certainly were not permitted to operate deck gear such as the J-frame or hydrowinch. It never ceases to amaze me that during a SEA Semester, not only do scientists get the opportunity to learn to operate these pieces of equipment, but so do students!

The ability to expose SEA Semester students from a variety of different disciplines to world-class oceanographic research has many advantages for both SEA and the students.

Jason Clermont is Sea Education Association’s Technical Science Coordinator. He holds a M.S. in Biology from East Carolina University and has a keen interest in all aspects of marine science. He has spent an extensive amount of time on the water conducting science from a variety of platforms—from small skiffs in the sounds of North Carolina to large commercial fishing vessels in the Bering Sea.
Such exposure can inspire students towards a career in marine science, as well as motivating those not previously inclined to study marine science to take up the issue or incorporate lessons learned into future career paths. Exposure to how marine science is conducted can also aid in disseminating ocean-related information to the public—a role of interest to SEA Semester students.

What does the future hold for scientific capabilities on board the Corwith Cramer and Robert C. Seamans? New cruise tracks, coupled with strategic partnerships such as the Ocean Health Index, have opened up new and exciting prospects for collaboration, educational opportunities, as well as novel oceanographic investigations. We are constantly looking towards the future to identify new and better ways SEA can play a role in identifying and overcoming the challenges facing the world’s oceans—and evolving scientific capability is likely to play a role in these new directions. Be it a new pH probe to measure the extent of ocean acidification at depth or a more intuitive controller for our ROV, we are constantly striving to keep SEA at the forefront of oceanographic science to inspire and empower our students.

Graphical representation of Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler data showing the magnitude of ocean currents encountered during a SEA Semester cruise from Rockland, ME to St. John, USVI.

SSV Corwith Cramer
SSV Robert C. Seamans
Oceanographic Equipment List

Winches / Wire Handling
- Markey DESH-4 Electric Hydrographic Winch with 5600m 1/4” 3x19 wire rope
- Markey DEBT-3 Auxiliary “enhanced BT” Winch with 1/8” wire rope

Hydraulic J-frame and Dynacon electronic metered wheel

Acoustics
- Knudsen Model 3260 Chirp sub-bottom profiling system, 2-7 kHz
- Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (RDI Ocean Surveyor 75kHz)
- Hydrophone

Physical / Chemical / Biological
- Water sampling Carousel- Sea Bird Electronics(SBE) 32-16 with:
  - 2.5-L Niskin Water Sampling Bottles
  - SBE 9100A Auto Fire Module
  - Seabird SEACAT Profiler Model SBE 19plus v.2 CTD
  - PAR sensor
  - Seapoint in-vivo chl-a fluorometer
  - Wet Labs CDOM fluorometer
  - Wet Labs transmissometer
  - SBE43 oxygen sensor
- RBR towed CTD with optional Sea Ppoint in-situ fluorometer
- YSI handheld Salinity-Conductivity-Temperature meters
- Ocean Optics USB2000 digital spectrophotometer
- Aquabotix Hydroview ROV (200ft rating, color cameras and HD video)

Sea Gear
- Sediment
  - Single Sediment Grab
  - Gravity Corer
  - Fisher Sediment Scoop

Lab Equipment
- Zeiss stereo dissecting scopes
- Zeiss/Nikon compound scope with epifluorescence capability
- Motic Camera for digital photomicrographs
- Orion 3-star benchtop pH meter
- Clean flowing seawater system with:
  - SBE45 thermosalinograph
  - SeaPoint chlorophyll-a fluorometer
  - Wet Labs CDOM fluorometer
  - Wet Labs Transmissometer
- Desktop and laptop computers, printers, wireless network, automatic data backup

© Jonathan Waterman
Hand Over the Watch!

Share your love of SEA and SEA Semester by “handing over the watch” to the next generation of SEA alumni!

Do you know a college or high school student who is bright, inquisitive, loves the ocean and has a thirst for adventure?

Cut out and pass along the below section to help us spread the word!

Hands-on, field-based programs for all majors!

Semester and summer programs

Boston University credit
Coursework in subjects including Marine Science, Environmental Studies, Leadership, Humanities, Social Sciences, Cultural Studies, & Public Policy.

Exciting ports & destinations
Fiji, New Zealand, Tahiti, Spain, Ireland, the Caribbean, Transatlantic Crossings, and more!

SEASCape
SEA Science on the Cape Shore-based summer programs for high school students

Learn more: www.sea.edu
800-552-3633 • admissions@sea.edu
When I arrived in Woods Hole in the summer of 1983 for W-71, I had little idea of what awaited me. I was familiar with Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) and the general community since my family had been traveling to and from Martha’s Vineyard for many summers. And, as a Geology major at Hamilton College, I had already decided to pursue “soft rock” geology while in college, ideally involving the ocean in some way.

But I had little expectation of the SEA experience itself. I had read the brochures—this was, of course, long before the internet—and had already applied, so I knew the generalities. Cory Cramer (founder of SEA) was family friend as well, so my family knew the overall picture. Anything beyond that, however, was unknown. Little did I know that SEA would change my life as much as it did and that, virtually my entire life since then, SEA would figure so prominently in my personal and professional growth.

SEA alumni are everywhere in the ocean sciences and in the general populace as well. I’ve been stopped on the street by people who see my SEA baseball cap and tell me that either they or their son/daughter “did SEA” and how much better off they are for it. At every step of my career I have interacted with SEA alumni, one of my nephews is “one of us,” and my growing children are destined to be SEA alumni in some 10 to 15 years.

After graduating from Hamilton and nearly continuously dreaming of being at sea while watching the snow fall in upstate New York, I moved to pursue my PhD at UC Berkeley. While at sea conducting part of my PhD research, I drew heavily upon my SEA experiences. In fact—and this is still true today—the strong sense of self from having successfully completed SEA’s challenging academic and sea-going experience was essential for my entry into the sea-going oceanographic community.

I have been a professor at Boston University (BU) since 1992 and spent a cumulative total of two years on various research cruises—since my SEA experience was more than 30 years ago that means nearly 7% of my life since has been spent out of sight of land. Time at sea includes two wonderful trips on the Cramer as Co-Chief Scientist on special courses for BU marine science majors. On one trip, Dr. Kara Lavender Law, sea-going SEA faculty, re-instilled in me a passion for teaching—simply by being around her—as she and I taught and sailed side-by-side. Captain Rappaport and Mary Malloy further reminded me how SEA can reach out and influence students in ways at once overt and subtle. On another research cruise I was fortunate to be Co-Chief Scientist on the JOIDES Resolution for Integrated Ocean Drilling Program Expedition, targeting the climatic evolution of the Asian Monsoon. Problem-solving on the fly while responsible for a research mission involving over 100 persons drew upon the same skills first learned on the Westward off Sable Island. By a quirk of fate, for my most recent cruise I was the Chief Scientist on WHOI’s famed RV Knorr on her last full scientific expedition. Last fall, Knorr sailed in and out of Woods Hole and, in so many ways, aspects of my sea-going career have not strayed far at all. Indeed, on Knorr during that cruise were four other fellow SEA alumni.

I am currently on leave from BU and spending several years in Washington, DC at the National Science Foundation (NSF) where I am the Division Director of Ocean Sciences. In this capacity, I lead a team of dedicated professional ocean scientists who oversee more than $360M of research activity each year. Being responsible for a budget of that scale is not without challenges and, at times, is not for the faint-hearted, particularly in this political and financial climate. Once again, my SEA experience some 30 years ago prepared me well. “Situational awareness,” “knowing the ropes,” “one hand for you, one for the ship,” these apply as much in the boardroom as they do at sea. SEA truly prepares one for life, wherever it may lead.
ARMIN E. ELSAESER FELLOWSHIP OPPORTUNITY!

SEA is pleased to announce we are accepting preliminary proposals for the 2015-2016 Armin E. Elsaesser Fellowship. The Fellowship program, established in 1987, is in memory of Armin E. Elsaesser III—sailor, educator, and adventurer—who sailed on several Westward cruises and taught Maritime Studies on shore. With his strong curiosity and sense of adventure, Armin inspired SEA students and staff alike.

The goal of the Armin E. Elsaesser Fellowship is to help one or more individuals each year to follow a dream that has been elusive because of the demands of work or study. The successful project will involve active investigation into an area of personal interest and should reflect a creative and independent approach to the pursuit of knowledge. SEA alumni, faculty, staff, and past employees are eligible for the Armin E. Elsaesser Fellowship. Awards range from $3,000 to $7,000 for projects that are at least one month in duration and involve any marine or maritime field that is not directly related to the applicant’s current professional activities. Winners will be chosen by a competitive selection.

Preliminary proposals should be no more than two pages and should outline the project and preliminary budget. Applicants should also include a short biographical sketch. Proposals must be submitted by June 30, 2015 to the address below. SEA’s Fellowship Committee will review the proposals and a small number will be selected for submission of a more detailed proposal. The final decision will be announced in the fall of 2015. Proposals should be emailed to elsaesser@sea.edu or mailed to Elsaesser Committee, SEA, PO Box 6, Woods Hole, MA 02543.

Please support the 2014-2015 Annual Fund www.sea.edu/give